
Pins & Needles 
 

GIFT PARTY 
 

Instructor:  Anne Langley 
 
 

 Location: Middleburg Heights Phone Number: 440-243-6400 
 
 

Project: Stockings/Scarves 
 
Supply List: 
For scarves. ½ yard of Shannon Cuddle fabric 
For stockings 2 fabrics will be cut on the Accu-quilt 
Sewing thread and bobbins 
Teflon foot or walking foot 
If embroidering on items 
Embroidery thread, tear away stabilizer 
Water soluble topper  
 
 

Project: Towels 
 
Supply List: 
Towels or 2/3 yard toweling by the yard 
1/8 yard fabric or ribbons for embellishment  
Embroidery threads 
Tear away stabilizer 
Water soluble topper stabilizer 
Heat transfer vinyl for scan n cut    
 
 

Project: Gingerbread Pot Holder 
 
Supply List: 
Fabric for front/back 
Fabric for gingerbread man applique 
Batting 
Insulbrite 
Thread colors of your choice 
Microtex 80 needles 
Pink tape 
No Show Mesh 
Ribbon or folded fabric for loop 
 
For 6in Potholder: 
2- 7x7in squares of fabric  
1- 7x7in sq low loft batting 
1- 7x7in sq Insulbrite 
1- Scrap of brown fabric for gingerbread man 

*Basic Sewing Supplies 

 

 Sewing Machine, Power Cord, & Foot Pedal 

 Embroidery Unit &  Hoop(s) 

 Pre-Wound Bobbins 

 Sewing Bobbins 

 Scissors 

 Pins / Wonder Clips 

 Sewing / Embroidery Needles 



 
2- 7x8in folded and pressed in half 
2- 7x4in batting 
2- 7x4in Insulbrite 
Bundle the above pieces so the batting/Insulbrite pieces are between the folded layers of fabric 
 
For 8in Potholder: 
2- 9.5x9.5in squares of fabric 
1- 9.5x9.5in sq low loft batting 
1- 9.5x9.5in sq Insulbrite 
1-Scrap of brown fabric for gingerbread man applique 
 
2- 9.5x12in folded and pressed in half 
2- 9.5x6in batting 
2- 9.5x6in Insulbrite 
 
Bundle the above pieces so the batting/Insulbrite pieces are between the folded layers of fabric 
 
For 10in Snowman: 
2- 11.5x11.5in squares of fabric 
1- 11.5x11.5in sq low loft batting 
1- 11.5x11.5in sq Insulbrite 
1- Scrap of brown fabric for gingerbread man applique 
 
2- 11.5x14in folded and pressed in half 
2- 11.5x7in batting 
2- 11.5x7in Insulbrite 
Bundle the above pieces so the batting/Insulbrite pieces are between the folded layers of fabric 
 
Stitch-Out Steps: 
Hoop No-Show Mesh stabilizer in hoop big enough to fit project 
Placement stitch on stabilizer only  
Add Batting and Insulbrite over placement line —> Stitch line 
Add fabric over sewn line on batting/insulbrite —> Stitch down fabric  
Stitch gingerbread man placement line 
Add gingerbread man fabric—> Stitch tackdown line 
Cut close to tack down line for gingerbread man 
Stitch satin applique stitch for gingerbread man 
Stitch “icing” accents on gingerbread man 
Stitch heart border 
Stitch “Cookies for Santa” text 
Stitch placement line for hanger loop 
Tape down ribbon/fabric loop over placement line —> Stitch loop down 
Remove hoop from machine, turn hoop over and using pink tape attach a square of background fabric RIGHT SIDE UP to 
the back of the hoop making sure to cover over outline. 
Place your hoop back on your machine, taking care to make sure taped piece of fabric on the back is smooth and not 
stuck to the bed of the machine. 
Take your 2 folded fabric and batting/insulbrite bundles and FOLDS TOGETHER overlap about .5 to 1in over each other in 
the center of your design. (This will create the flap to turn your project right side out.) 
Tape with pink tape across the fold to secure the flaps while stitching. 
In your EMBROIDERY SETTINGS page, adjust the Embroidery Foot Height to the MAX to allow the foot to pass over the 
layers of the design. 
Stitch final outline stitch 



Remove from hoop and clip along the curves leaving 1/4in seam allowance. 
Flip RIGHT SIDE out and you are done! 
 
 

Project: Snowman Pot Holder 
 
Supply List: 
Fabric for snowman face 
Batting 
Insulbrite 
Black, white, orange and blue thread, or colors of your choice 
Microtex 80 needles 
Pink tape 
No Show Mesh 
 
For 6in Snowman: 
2- 7x7in squares of snowman face fabric 
1- 7x7in sq low loft batting 
1- 7x7in sq Insulbrite 
 
2- 7x8in folded and pressed in half 
2- 7x4in batting 
2- 7x4in Insulbrite 
Bundle the above pieces so the batting/Insulbrite pieces are between the folded layers of fabric 
 
For 8in Snowman: 
2- 9.5x9.5in squares of snowman face fabric 
1- 9.5x9.5in sq low loft batting 
1- 9.5x9.5in sq Insulbrite 
 
2- 9.5x12in folded and pressed in half 
2- 9.5x6in batting 
2- 9.5x6in Insulbrite 
Bundle the above pieces so the batting/Insulbrite pieces are between the folded layers of fabric 
 
For 10in Snowman: 
2- 11.5x11.5in squares of snowman face fabric 
1- 11.5x11.5in sq low loft batting 
1- 11.5x11.5in sq Insulbrite 
 
2- 11.5x14in folded and pressed in half 
2- 11.5x7in batting 
2- 11.5x7in Insulbrite 
Bundle the above pieces so the batting/Insulbrite pieces are between the folded layers of fabric 
 
Stitch-Out Steps: 
  
Hoop No-Show Mesh stabilizer in hoop big enough to fit project 
Placement stitch on stabilizer only (We used white to match fabric) 
Add Batting and Insulbrite over placement line —> Stitch line 
Add fabric over sewn line on batting/insulbrite —> Stitch down fabric  
Stitch snowflake border 



Stitch nose 
Stitch eyes and mouth 
Remove hoop from machine, turn hoop over and using pink tape attach a square of background fabric RIGHT SIDE UP to 
the back of the hoop making sure to cover over outline. 
Place your hoop back on your machine, taking care to make sure taped piece of fabric on the back is smooth and not 
stuck to the bed of the machine. 
Take your 2 folded fabric and batting/insulbrite bundles and FOLDS TOGETHER overlap about .5 to 1in over each other in 
the center of your design. (This will create the flap to turn your project right side out.) 
Tape with pink tape across the fold to secure the flaps while stitching. 
In your EMBROIDERY SETTINGS page, adjust the Embroidery Foot Height to the MAX to allow the foot to pass over the 
layers of the design. 
Stitch final outline stitch 
Remove from hoop and clip along the curves leaving 1/4in seam allowance. 
Flip RIGHT SIDE out and you are done! 
 
 
* Basic Sewing Supplies 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Class will start and end promptly—please be set up and ready to begin class on time 
 
 

Your payment is your commitment to your class and to the instructor. The class may be postponed or refund issued IF 

a minimum enrollment is not met. You must give a 3-day notice to transfer the fee to another class. Student must have 

basic knowledge of their own sewing machine, including how to operate and thread your own machine. Please note: 

Neither your instructor or Pins & Needles can be responsible for forgotten supplies and/or equipment. Please be sure to 

have all of your supplies properly labeled.  


